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MRI in mouse developmental biology
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ABSTRACT: Mice are used in many studies to determine the role of genetic and molecular factors in mammalian development and human congenital diseases. MRI has emerged as a major method for analyzing mutant and transgenic phenotypes in developing mice, at both embryonic and neonatal stages. Progress in this area is reviewed, with emphasis on the use of MRI to analyze cardiovascular and neural development in mice. Comparisons are made with other imaging technologies, including optical and ultrasound imaging, discussing the potential strengths and weaknesses of MRI and identifying the future challenges for MRI in mouse developmental biology. Copyright © 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

The mouse is the preferred model organism for studies of mammalian development, offering extensive genetic data including the complete DNA sequence database, a large and growing set of tools for altering the mouse genome, and a rich resource of many transgenic and mutant strains. As a result, numerous in vivo investigations now utilize genetically engineered mice to identify and study the genetic and molecular factors controlling embryonic and early postnatal development. A limiting factor in these studies is often the lack of efficient methods for analyzing the anatomical and functional phenotypes of transgenic and mutant mice, which exhibit cellular defects that develop in three-dimensions (3D) over time periods from days to weeks.

MRI is an inherently 3D imaging method, applicable for mouse phenotyping, both in vivo and ex vivo in fixed samples. Although MRI is well developed for anatomical imaging in larger animals and humans, significant technical challenges must be faced to apply these methods in the embryonic and neonatal mouse. For mouse MRI studies, even in adult animals, image resolution is often a limiting factor to extracting useful anatomical information. Image resolution in the much smaller mouse embryo or neonate presents even more of a challenge than in adults.

As in all MRI, resolution is a function of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and scanning time. Although the physical limit of spatial resolution is approximately 10 μm, the practical limit is currently much greater to obtain reasonable SNR within realistic imaging times. Contrast resolution is as important as spatial resolution for analyzing anatomical features. This presents a special challenge in the developing mouse, where many cells and tissues are undifferentiated or immature, resulting in minimal differences in the MR relaxation properties exploited for image contrast in the adult animal.

Moving beyond anatomical imaging, MRI currently provides a variety of approaches for studying physiological function including cardiac contractility, blood volume and flow, and neural activity. These functional MRI methods are often low resolution compared with anatomical imaging, and therefore can be difficult to apply in mice at earlier developmental stages. Cellular and molecular MRI is still in its infancy, but has enormous potential to affect studies of development, where in vivo cell tracking and imaging of gene expression may provide critical new insights into the dynamics of normal and abnormal developmental processes. In this paper, we aim to provide a review of previous applications of MRI in mouse developmental biology, and to identify the main challenges for future progress in this important research area.

MRI OF MOUSE EMBRYOS

The use of MR micro-imaging (micro-MRI) in mouse developmental biology dates back to the pioneering
studies of Smith, Johnson and co-workers at Duke University in the mid-1990s (1,2). The general approach developed in those first studies, preparing fixed embryo samples and acquiring ex vivo micro-MRI data with close-fitting coils which achieve a high filling factor, continues to be used in a number of centers. The main advantage of micro-MRI, using high-field systems (7–11.7T), has been the ability to perform non-destructive, volumetric analysis of embryonic specimens with spatial resolution of 20–50 µm, and maintaining the option to perform histological studies after MRI. Analysis of the embryonic cardiac and vascular systems has been a particular focus of these ex vivo imaging studies, using both contrast-enhanced micro-MRI after perfusion of gadolinium-loaded gelatin via the umbilical blood vessels (3,4) and micro-MRI of fixed embryos without contrast agent enhancement (5–8) (Fig. 1). Acquisition of high-resolution data for micro-MRI of embryos requires very long imaging times (6–24 h), which is suitable for fixed specimens but is not compatible with in vivo imaging. Recently, multiple-embryo imaging has been used, acquiring data from up to 32 embryos simultaneously to dramatically increase the effective throughput of MRI-based phenotype analysis (9) (Fig. 2).

In vivo MRI of mouse embryos inside the maternal uterus has been performed, using fast imaging methods, to identify and longitudinally monitor some intra-embryonic structures, but resolution in these studies was limited to the level of the whole organ (10,11). One recent study imaged very early stage embryos, using MRI to identify implantation sites and to analyze early vascular changes during implantation (12). Although gross brain structures have been identified (brain tissue versus fluid-containing ventricles), neural development has not been emphasized to date, in part because of a lack of significant contrast within developing brain tissues.

Figure 1. Cardiovascular laterality defects in Cited2 mutant embryos at embryonic day 15.5 (MRI of cardiac anatomy). Coronal sections and 3D reconstructions (ventral views) are shown of wild-type (Cited2+/+) and mutant (Cited2−/−) embryonic hearts. (a, b) Wild-type heart where the right ventricle (RV) is dextral to the left and gives rise to the main pulmonary artery (PA). The left ventricle (LV) gives rise to the aorta (Ao). Also indicated is the trachea (Tr) and interventricular septum (IVS). (c, d) Cited2 mutant heart with sinistral looping: the right ventricle is sinistral (and anterior) to the left ventricle. Scale bars, 500 µm. Axes: R, right; L, left; A, anterior; P, posterior. RA, Right atrium; LA, left atrium. Reprinted, with permission, from ref. (7).
Important studies of frog embryo development have used single-cell micro-injection and micro-MRI to achieve in vivo imaging of gene expression (13) and cell tracking after magnetic labeling with gadolinium (14). These approaches have not yet been translated into in vivo studies of mouse embryos, because of the difficulty of micro-injecting early mouse embryonic cells, together with the challenges of high-resolution in utero MRI in the pregnant mouse. Interestingly, in the area of cellular imaging, ex vivo MRI of fixed mouse embryos was used recently to detect micron-sized iron oxide particles, internalized in cells of mouse blastocyst-stage embryos, more than a week later in 11.5-day mouse embryos (15) (Fig. 3). Promising results in the area of molecular imaging have recently been reported, achieving MRI contrast by cellular iron internalization after expression of ferritin (16–18), but it remains to be seen whether this approach will provide a robust method for in vivo imaging of gene expression in developing mouse embryos. For the full potential of MRI to be realized in the area of mouse embryo imaging, truly non-invasive in utero imaging is required to provide volumetric and longitudinal analyses of living embryos.

It is difficult to provide absolute values of the resolution and contrast required for effective in vivo imaging of mouse embryos, early-stage mouse embryos (9.5–12.5 days), whereas 80–100 μm (isotropic) may be sufficient for analyzing the developing brain and heart of mid-stage to late-stage mouse embryos (13.5–18.5 days). If one sets an upper limit of 2 h on the acquisition time to maintain reasonable physiology during MRI, then it should be feasible to image later-stage embryos with currently available MR hardware and image sequences, using respiratory and/or cardiac gating to reduce motion artifacts during abdominal imaging. On the other hand, in vivo imaging of early-stage embryos will probably require advances in hardware for small-animal imaging, such as multi-element phased-array coils, combined with optimized fast image sequences.

MRI OF MOUSE DEVELOPMENT

Imaging of neonatal mice provides a convenient and important entry point for MRI studies of development, requiring less challenging methods than those needed for embryo imaging. Many important developmental events, including maturation and functional development of most organ systems, occur in early postnatal stages in mice. For example, a number of mouse models of neonatal heart failure are available in which MRI can provide functional parameters. So far, MRI has been used for studies of cardiac function at very early (postnatal day 3) neonatal stages (19), but in vivo MRI has not yet been used for analysis of neonatal mutant phenotypes. Importantly, it has been established that anesthesia with freely inhaled

Figure 2. High-throughput high-resolution MR microscopy. (a) Stack of 32 embryos embedded in a NMR tube. (b) Section through the long axis of the NMR tube showing embryos in eight layers. (c) Sagittal section through layer 8 showing the four embryos in this layer. (d–f) Transverse, sagittal, and coronal sections through individual embryos in layers 5, 1, and 4 respectively. The voxel size is 25.4 × 25.4 × 24.4 μm. Structures indicated are the spinal cord (sc), the right and left lungs, atria and ventricles (rl, ll, ra, la, rv, lv), primary atrial and interventricular septa (pas, ivs), mitral valve (mv), midbrain root (mbr), midbrain (mb), mesencephalic vesicle (mes), thalamus (tha), hypothalamus (hy), pons (po), cerebellum (c), medulla oblongata (mo), pituitary (pit), tongue (t), thymus (th), left superior vena cava and main bronchus (lsvc, lmb), aorta (ao), liver (li), stomach (s), left adrenal and kidney (lad, lk), pancreas (pa), intestines (i), umbilical hernia (uh), aqueduct of Sylvius (aq), fourth ventricle (fv), inner ear (ie), larynx (lar), right ventricular outflow tract (rvot), spleen (sp), and testes (te). Scale bars = 500 μm; axes: d, dorsal; v, ventral; r, right; l, left; a, anterior; p, posterior. Reprinted, with permission, from ref. (9).
isoflurane can be applied safely in mouse neonates (19), similar to most current in vivo MRI studies of adult mice.

In the brain, MRI has been used to assess gross disease, including hemorrhages in the cerebral ventricles (20) and hypoxic ischemia in the neonatal mouse brain (21). For finer detail, the pre-myelinated neonatal mouse brain presents a challenge for conventional MRI using relaxation-based ($T_1$, $T_2$) contrast, which is generally dominated by regional myelin concentration (Fig. 4). Solutions to this problem include contrast-enhanced MRI and alternative contrast approaches such as diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), described in the next section. Manganese-enhanced MRI (MEMRI) has been found to be useful for analyzing the neonatal mouse brain in vivo, enhancing several prominent brain regions, including olfactory bulb, hippocampus and cerebellum, after systemic administration of MnCl$_2$ and providing high-resolution data (100 $\mu$m isotropic) with scanning times acceptable for in vivo imaging ($\leq$2 h) (22). The enhanced visualization of the developing cerebellum with MEMRI has been used to analyze cerebellar patterning defects in neonatal mutant mice (22) (Fig. 5). Importantly, MEMRI also has the potential to reveal normal and abnormal neural activity, as demonstrated in recent in vivo functional neuro-imaging studies of pre-weaning stage mice (23).

**ALTERNATIVE CONTRAST APPROACH: DTI**

DTI provides image contrast based on the anisotropic diffusion of water molecules within a sample. DTI is based on the ability of MRI to measure the extent of water diffusion, the random motion of water, along an arbitrary axis (24) (Fig. 6). From this measurement, it is often found that the water tends to diffuse along a preferential axis, a phenomenon known as diffusion anisotropy, which coincides with the orientation of ordered structures such as axonal tracts in the brain. On the basis of diffusion orientation of water molecules, this technique can provide several types of imaging contrast such as anisotropy maps, orientation maps, or a combination of the two, called color-coded orientation maps or simply color maps. In the color map, the brightness shows the extent of the anisotropy, and the color represents fiber orientation.

DTI has been successfully applied to the analysis of both embryonic and neonatal brain development (25–27). As discussed above, in the developing mouse brain before myelination, conventional relaxation-based MRI provides limited information compared with DTI (Fig. 7). In the developing mouse brain, DTI enables identification and analysis of important features such as the early embryonic neuro-epithelium, the ventricular layer where neurons first originate, and the more external cortical plate, a precursor to the adult cortex (Fig. 8). Moreover,

---

**Figure 3.** MRI and histology of micron-sized iron oxide (Bangs) particles in an embryonic day (E)11.5 mouse embryo. (1) Slice from 3D MRI dataset. (2) Expansions of the boxed region in (1), showing susceptibility-induced contrast regions in each image. (3) Matching histological section that corresponds to the same plane as the accompanying MRI. (4) A second image of the section in (3), acquired with a higher magnification, approximately representing the boxed region. The iron stain from the individual particle is circled to assist visualization in the histology. Shown are single 1.63 $\mu$m particles registered to the areas of dark contrast in the MRI. Each embryo image is 6.75 mm from head to tail, in both the MRI and the histology. Insets are $\times$10 magnification. Reprinted, with permission, from ref. (15).

**Figure 4.** Short time inversion recovery (STIR) images, providing additive $T_1$ and $T_2$ contrast, can be used to visualize adult, but not neonatal, cerebellar folia. Mid-sagittal STIR images of adult (a) and postnatal day (P)12 (b) mouse brains. The foliation pattern in the cerebellum (Cb) can be visualized in the adult (500 $\mu$m slice thickness) through the presence of myelin (dark), but not in the neonatal mouse (300 $\mu$m slice thickness). Reprinted, with permission, ref. (22).
DTI is sensitive to subtle changes in cellular architecture including the alignment of radial glia, which provide the scaffold for migrating neurons perpendicular to the brain surface, and the tangential arrangement of developing axons, for example in the presumptive corpus callosum. DTI also provides a powerful approach for assessing mouse mutant brain phenotypes (28–30), enabling whole-brain volumetric analysis, which is difficult or impossible with current histological methods. Using DTI, it is possible to identify subsets of commissural tracts that are selectively missing, as well as subtle differences in tracts or layers that are abnormal in size, thickness or position.

To date, DTI studies in both the embryonic and neonatal mouse brain have been performed ex vivo in fixed samples. The usefulness of DTI as a complementary method to histology has been emphasized, rather than as a method for in vivo, longitudinal monitoring of developmental defects. In vivo DTI in embryos is not possible currently because of the problems of physiological motion in the pregnant mouse and the limited SNR achievable with imaging times feasible for in vivo imaging (≤2 h). Even with high-field magnets, DTI of small samples, such as mouse embryos, with 2 h of scanning time generates very noisy images. On the other hand, in vivo DTI of adult mice is feasible, and the number of publications in this area is steadily increasing. With the advent of improved hardware for micro-imaging, it is likely that in vivo neonatal mouse DTI will become possible in the near future.

Figure 5. Use of MEMRI for phenotyping neonatal cerebellar defects. Sagittal (a, d) and horizontal (b, e) $T_1$-weighted images, and surface-rendered volumetric images (c, f) of a wild-type P11 mouse cerebellum (a–c), compared with a Gbx2 mutant littermate (d–f) showing the extensive deletion of most of the central cerebellum in the Gbx2 mutant. Reprinted, with permission, from ref. (22).
OTHER IMAGING METHODS

It is interesting to compare MRI with alternative imaging methods currently available for analyzing mouse embryonic and neonatal development. A number of in vivo optical methods are currently being developed (31), providing submicron resolution but with limited penetration compared with MRI ($\leq 500$ $\mu$m), even with multi-photon microscopy, which provides the greatest penetration. Mouse embryos are particularly difficult to image with in vivo optical microscopy, because of their inaccessibility inside the maternal uterus. Nevertheless, considerable effort has been devoted to the creation of transgenic and knock-in mouse embryos, with genetic reporters, primarily green and related fluorescent proteins, to define and image cell populations and gene expression patterns (32). To take advantage of these genetically engineered mice, optical microscopy requires removal of the embryos from the uterus, for example using confocal microscopy to image mouse embryos maintained in culture (33,34) or multi-photon microscopy after exteriorizing the embryos (35). Although these approaches provide important information at the cellular level, optical imaging has limitations in terms of penetration depth and restriction to early stages amenable to embryo culture. Furthermore, mouse embryos can only be maintained in culture or exo utero for short periods of time ($<24$ h), which limits optical studies to relatively narrow developmental windows. The potential advantage of micro-MRI over optical imaging is the much greater tissue penetration, albeit with more limited spatial resolution.
In addition to in vivo imaging, two ex vivo optical methods have been developed for analysis of fixed mouse embryo specimens. Optical projection tomography (OPT) is a method for 3D imaging of fixed and stained embryos, enabling whole-mount analysis of gene expression patterns in the context of embryonic anatomy (36). Another optical method is episcopic fluorescence image capture (EFIC), a simple approach for acquiring a stack of images from sequential sections through a fixed, embedded mouse embryo (37). EFIC is a destructive method in which the face of the block containing an embryo is imaged after each section is cut, enabling distortion-free, high-resolution 3D imaging and analysis of gene expression patterns from fluorescence. For fixed mouse embryos, OPT and EFIC provide several advantages over ex vivo micro-MRI, especially at earlier stages when light penetration is less problematic, offering much higher spatial resolution and the ability to utilize many readily available fluorescent transgenic mouse strains and immunofluorescent tissue stains.

Ultrasound imaging provides an established in vivo approach for imaging mouse development. Unlike micro-MRI, ultrasound biomicroscopy (UBM) is a truly real-time micro-imaging method which has been successfully used for non-invasive in utero imaging of live mouse embryos for over a decade (38). UBM uses high-frequency (40–50 MHz) ultrasound in a pulse-echo imaging method, acquiring images at a rate limited only by the mechanical or electronic scan rate of the transducer. Scan rates up to 100 images per second are now possible using commercially available scanners, with spatial resolution of 30 μm axial and 70 μm lateral, and penetration depths close to 10 mm at 40 MHz (39). The real-time, non-invasive imaging capability of UBM, together with hemodynamic assessment using Doppler ultrasound, has led to a wide range of applications in cardiovascular development (40). UBM has also been developed as an image-guidance method for direct in utero manipulation of mouse embryos (39,41,42). In comparison with micro-MRI, UBM currently offers a clear advantage in image acquisition time, but offers fewer options for modifying image contrast through alternative acquisition methods such as DTI, and fewer available agents for contrast-enhanced imaging.

In MRI and the other imaging methods described above, data analysis is often the limiting step in the study. 3D image sets represent very large amounts of data, which are only useful in a high-throughput sense if effective,
automated data analysis tools are developed. Therefore, continued development of advanced volumetric analysis and visualization software is critical to the success of imaging applications. MRI is inherently 3D, so image registration and normalization routines are generally more robust when applied to MR data than to other imaging methods. With sufficient SNR, MR images are also very well suited to automated or semi-automated segmentation and 3D visualization, enabling effective volumetric analysis of embryonic and neonatal anatomical details.

**SUMMARY**

In summary, micro-MRI has already found a number of applications for anatomical and functional analysis in developing mouse embryos and neonates. To date, most applications have utilized *ex vivo* imaging, focusing on the ability of micro-MRI to provide distortion-free, 3D anatomical data. Given the recent availability of *ex vivo* optical imaging methods such as OPT and EFIC, which provide 3D anatomical data with much higher resolution than MRI, the future of MRI probably lies in the unique information on tissue structure that it can provide, for example when imaging cardiovascular structures deep within later-stage embryos and for imaging developing brain structures with DTI. Ultimately, the full capability of MRI lies in its potential for *in vivo* imaging of both mouse embryos inside the maternal uterus and postnatal mice from the earliest neonatal to adult stages. The ability to image the mouse over this wide range of developmental stages will enable longitudinal studies of anatomical and functional changes in individual animals. UBM already provides an established method for *in utero* imaging of live mouse embryos, with image acquisition times that will continue to be orders of magnitude shorter than MRI for the foreseeable future. MRI provides several potential advantages over UBM in terms of deeper penetration, more flexibility in manipulating tissue contrast, and more available contrast agents. Most likely, the best approach for *in vivo* analysis of mouse development will combine a variety of complementary imaging methods, similar to the multi-modality imaging systems used in modern radiology clinics. In this context, MRI can serve as a valuable tool for high-throughput screening, especially using multiple-mouse imaging to pre-select animals of interest for further analysis with MRI and other imaging methods (9,43). The main challenges for the future are to develop robust methods for *in utero* micro-MRI of mouse embryos, and to develop cell-specific contrast-enhancement approaches to allow a wide variety of functional studies, including *in vivo* cell tracking and imaging of gene expression in developing mice.

Figure 8. Cortical and white matter development. Horizontal planes of the color maps from embryonic day (E)12 to 18 brains. Blue and pink arrowheads indicate locations of the neuroepithelium (ne) and cortical plate (cp). Yellow pins indicate the leading edge of the growing intermediate zone (iz) or axonal tracts in between the ne and cp. The inset diagram explains the cellular events during E12–E18 based on radial migration theory. Blue circles indicate neurons in the ne from newborn mice, white bars represent migration scaffolds by the radial glia, pink circles are neurons in the cp, and yellow arrows are the growing axons. At E12, there is only one layer (ne), which has radial structures around the ventricle. At E13, the cp emerges and simultaneously afferent and efferent axons (iz) arrive between the ne and cp layers, resulting in a transient three-layer structure. Between E14 and E18, the cp progresses to completion, with concomitant loss of the ne layer and ventricle shrinkage, while the axons follow the leading edge of the cp. A portion of the E16 brain (white box) is enlarged to show the fiber orientation in a vectorial format. Images in each panel are scaled independently. See ref. (26) for details on the spatial resolution of each image. Reprinted, with permission, from ref. (26).
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